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THE ROLE OF THE TEMPOROPARIETAL AND
PREFRONTAL CORTICES IN A THIRD-PARTY

PUNISHMENT: A TDCS STUDY

O.O. ZINCHENKOa, A.V. BELIANINa, V.A. KLUCHAREVa

Introduction

Human societies crucially depend on social norms that often regulate appropri-
ate actions in various situations and can be reinforced by “second” parties that are
directly affected by the norm violators and “third” parties that are not directly
affected (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004). Since norm violations often do not directly
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hurt other people, third-party sanctions are especially critical in reinforcing social
norms (Bendor & Swistak, 2001; Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004). More than a decade
of neuroimaging research has established that several distinct brain networks are
consistently recruited during social punishment; that is, the cooperative individu-
als’ propensity to spend part of their resources to penalize norm violators (Krueger
& Hoffman, 2016). Here, we further investigate the neural underpinnings of third
parties’ punishment of a fairness norm violation.

The social norm of fair distribution implies a rejection of the distribution of
goods that violates the equality principle (Elster, 1989; Kahneman, Knetcsh, &
Thaler, 1986). The norm of fairness is often investigated using economic games,
allowing different distributions of financial transfers between players. Importantly,
behavioral studies have robustly demonstrated that many players (including third
parties) in economic games not only prefer fair distributions to unequal ones
(Guth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982; Engel, 2011), but they also tend to spend
personal resources to punish unfair distributions (norm violations) on their own
accord (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004; Ruff, Ugazio, & Fehr, 2013). 

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and brain stimulation studies
have suggested that the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (rDLPFC) controls
selfish impulses (Strang et al., 2015) and responds to inequity (Fliessbach et al.,
2012),where individual differences in sanction-induced norm compliance correlate
with rDLPFC activity (Spitzer, Fichbacher, Hernberger, Grön, & Fehr, 2007).
Brüne and colleagues (2012) showed that inhibitory rTMS of the rDLPFC
increased third-party punishment during the dictator game, which suggests that
the rDLPFC associated third parties’ emotional responses to observed unfairness
of dictators. In contrast, rTMS of the rDLPFC resulted in decreased third-party
punishment when participants where shown criminal scenarios ranging from sim-
ple theft to murder (Buckholtz et al., 2015). Inconsistencies in effects of rTMS on
rDLPFC require further work to clarify the role of the rDLPFC on third-party
punishment.  Like Brüne and colleagues (2012), the current project utilized the
third-party dictator game but in contrast to their experiment manipulations, we
aimed to apply excitatory anodal tDCS on the rDLPFC, and predict that the
opposed effects would ensue and therefore decrease third-party punishment. 

Another neuroanatomical structure that has been found to play a critical role in
third parties’ punishment decisions is the right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ)
(Baumgartner, Götte, Gügler, & Fehr, 2012; Baumgartner, Schiller, Rieskamp,
Giantti, & Knoch, 2014). Importantly, the ability to make inferences about other
people’s mental states is associated with TPJ activation, that is crucial for the abil-
ity to blame others for violations of complex context-dependent social norms.
Increased rTPJ activity has been associated with reduced punishment of defecting
in-group members during the prisoner’s dilemma game (Baumgartner et al., 2012).
Here, we hypothesized that excitatory anodal tDCS of the rTPJ should reduce
third-party punishment during the third-party dictator game. 

Recently, Krueger and Hoffman (2016) argued that during third-party punish-
ment, the TPJ integrates the inference of intentions into an assessment of blame.
The DLPFC converts the blame signal into a specific punishment decision. Thus,
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the DLPFC plays an executive role, while the TPJ drives processes associated with
blame and initiates punishment. Although these mechanistic actions are neurobio-
logically plausible, the exact interaction between the rTPJ and rDLPFC for the
function of third-party punishment remain unclear, because it is unknown whether
the rDLPFC entrains the rTPJ or that rTPJ activates independently (for a detailed
discussion, see Zinchenko & Klucharev, 2017). It has also been shown that, TPJ
activity during third-party punishment is paralleled by an initial deactivation of
the DLPFC which indicates functionally opposed neural activity in these two
regions (Buckholtz et al., 2008). The DLPFC demonstrates biphasic neural activ-
ity—after the initial deactivation, it later increases in activity—when subjects make
the final decision to punish “based on assessed responsibility and blameworthiness”
(Buckholtz et al., 2008, p. 935). Overall, Buckholtz and colleagues (2008) suggest-
ed that this pattern of reciprocal activation could reflect a crucial mentalizing
process  before an appropriate punishment is determined and a decision is made.
Therefore, it would be important to further study the functional interaction of the
rTPJ and rDLPFC during third-party punishment through the use of joint stimu-
lation of the rDLPFC and rTPJ in a reciprocal manner.

In the current study, we further investigated the role of the DLPFC and TPJ in
third-party punishment with an overarching aim of understanding neural resource
activation plays a role in social norm reinforcement. Our motivation was based on
previous studies (Baumgartner et al., 2012; Brüne et al., 2012) and sought to repli-
cate their results, but by uniquely testing the opposed effect of independent excita-
tory anodal tDCS of the rTPJ or rDLPFC and predict that decreased third-party
punishment of unfair splits would be resultant (Hypothesis I, Study 1) compared to
sham stimulation. On the other hand, based on the seminal fMRI study (Buckholtz
et al., 2008), we hypothesized that a joint anodal tDCS of the rTPJ and cathodal
tDCS of the rDLPFC of third parties might make third-party punishment of unfair
splits stronger comparing to sham stimulation (Hypothesis II, Study 2). Therefore,
in Study 1, we stimulated the rDLPFC and rTPJ independently, while in Study 2,
we jointly stimulated the rDLPFC and rTPJ in a reciprocal, antagonistic manner.
Importantly, according to the theory of inequity aversion, individuals dislike out-
comes that are perceived as inequitable (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). Therefore, we
expected to find the strongest effect of tDCS on third-party punishment in trials
with a payoff structure, where sanctioners (third parties) were able to establish the
equality between all players (Hypothesis III). Overall, we used tDCS to further
investigate the role of the rDLPFC and rTPJ in third parties’ punishment of a fair-
ness norm violation. According to our hypotheses, an independent or joint stimula-
tion of the rDLPFC and rTPJ could lead to different behavioral effects.

Methods 

Subjects 

Twenty-three healthy, right-handed subjects (mean age = 21.5 years, range =
18–27 years, 7 males) participated in Study 1. Twenty-one healthy, right-handed
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subjects (mean age = 22.79 years, range = 18–27 years, 10 males) participated in
Study 2. Each subject participated in only one of the two studies. All subjects gave
written informed consent to participate in the study. Subjects (n = 5) who did not
punish at least once or demonstrated only antisocial punishment in fair trials
(20:20 split condition) were excluded from the analysis, resulting in 20 (n = 20,
Study 1) and 19 (n = 19, Study 2) subjects respectively. The studies conformed to
the Declaration of Helsinki, and the experimental protocol was approved by the
university ethics committee. The sample size was based on the previous study of
Brüne and colleagues (2012), which included 20 subjects.

Procedure

Each subject participated in three sessions of the dictator game that were sepa-
rated by 7±2 days. Next, tDCS was applied for 15 minutes. The third-party dicta-
tor game lasted approximately 20–25 minutes. A structured debriefing after each
session revealed that the subjects believed the instructions and their behavior were
comparable to those in “real-life” situations.

Study Design

Dictator Game with Third-Party Punishment 

The subjects participated in multiple rounds of a preprogrammed dictator game
as sanctioners (third parties). In the instructions, the dictator distributed 40 exper-
imental monetary units (MUs; 1 MU � 0.26 Russian rubles, or 0.004 U.S. dollars)
between herself and the recipient. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the details of the trial structure. To make the game more
social, in each trial the participants first observed pictures of two individuals
(a dic tator and a recipient). The genders of the dictators and recipients were coun-
terbalanced across subjects. Participants (sanctioners) were able to punish dictators
using a budget of 20 MUs. The budget was renewed for each round, and all points
not invested in punishment were converted into a monetary payoff and paid to the
participant after the experiment. To avoid demand effects, the instructions
described the task using neutral language, such as “You will be able to deduct the
first player’s earnings.” Sanctioners could use 0–18 MUs out of their 20 MUs bud -
get to punish the dictator, and were able to use an even number of MUs, such as 2, 4, 6,
etc. These MUs were multiplied by two and deducted from the dictator’s budget. For
example, if the sanctioner used 10 MUs to punish the dictator, 20 MUs (2 � 10 MUs)
were deducted from dictator’s budget. 

The photos of dictators and recipients were preselected from 300 photos of
young adults. The images were retrieved from the Internet from open access
sources, such as popular social media without being logged in. For ethical reasons,
it was carefully ensured that the photos stayed anonymous — no personal information
was stored. Similar to the study of Brüne and colleagues (2012), we pretested stimuli:
photos were evaluated for attractiveness, trustworthiness, and cooperativeness on a
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seven-point Likert-type scale by 17 subjects (10 females) prior to the study. We
calculated the average rating of each measure (attractiveness, trustworthiness, and
cooperativeness) for each photo. Similar to the previous rTMS study (Brüne et al.
2012), only photos with a mean average rating between 2.5 and 5.5 points were
used in the current study. If the average rating for at least one measure was higher
or lower than this range, the photo was excluded and never used in the study. 

The following information was emphasized to the participants: (1) their part-
ners were real people participating in the game at the same time, located in differ-
ent rooms; (2) the partners varied in each round; and (3) both the participants and
their partners would be paid real money, as all points that had not been invested
during the game would be paid out at the end of the study. Although the subjects
believed that they were playing an “online” game, they were, in fact, playing with
prerecorded human players (dictators and recipients) who had played the same
game before against other human opponents (see Brüne et al., 2012, for the same
approach). Therefore, each session consisted of 48 trials per split condition, with
shares of 0:40 (n = 2), 15:25 (n = 1), 20:20 (n = 26), 25:15 (n = 4); 30:10 (n = 6),

Figure 1
Trial Structure of the Dictator Game with Third-Party Punishment

Note. At the beginning of each trial, a dictator (Player 1) received 40 monetary units (MUs; Stage I)
to choose whether to give some MUs to the recipient (Player 2; Stage II). Next, the subject (Player 3,
sanctioner) received 20 MUs (Stage III) to choose how much (if any) to spend on punishing the dic-
tator (Stage IV), in which every MU spent by the sanctioner reduced the dictator’s payoff by 2 MUs.
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35:5 (n = 3) and 40:0 (n = 6). The trials were randomized in each session. All the
subjects were native Russians recruited via email. The number of trials in each split
condition was defined based on a behavioral pilot study (n = 178).

tDCS

The tDCS is a noninvasive brain stimulation technique that can modulate
activity in specific regions of the cortex (Nitsche, Paulus, & 2001, Nitsche et al.
2003; Paulus, 2011). During tDCS, weak electrical currents are applied to the scalp
surface from the anode to cathode: anodal tDCS typically depolarizes (excites) and
cathodal tDCS typically hyperpolarizes (inhibits) neurons. In the current study,
a direct current was induced using two saline-soaked surface sponge electrodes
(active electrode area = 25 cm2) and delivered by a battery-driven, constant cur-
rent StarStim 8 stimulator (Neuroelectrics). The stimulation intensity was set at
1.5 mA and lasted 15 minutes, with ramping up and ramping down time equal to
30 seconds. Impedances were kept below 10 kOhm. 

After 15 minutes of tDCS, participants immediately participated in the dictator
game as a third-party. Importantly, several methodological studies demonstrated
that even tDCS (1 mA) delivered for a short time (5–13 minutes) induced long-
lasting changes of cerebral excitability: up to 90 minutes after the end of stimula-
tion (Nitsche & Paulus, 2001) for anodal tDCS and up to one hour for the cathodal
tDCS (Nitsche et al., 2003). Therefore, a 15-minute tDCS in our study should
modulate cortical excitability during the entire dictator game.

The stimulation point for the rDLPFC was defined using the MNI coordinates
reported by Spitzer et al. (2007) for rDLPFC activity (x = 52, y = 28, z = 14), which
showed both stronger fMRI activation for punishment condition minus baseline condi-
tion as well as a correlation of brain activity with the transfer difference between pun-
ishment and baseline conditions (see Ruff et al., 2013 for a similar approach). To further
clarify the optimal electrode position, we simulated tDCS using SimNIBS software, ver-
sion 2.1.1. (see Figure 2; www.simnibs.de/start; Thielscher et al., 2015). 

Overall, the results of the simulation indicated that the F8 electrode position
was an adequate target for the rDLPFC stimulation. To stimulate the rTPJ, the tar-
get electrode was located over CP6 region (Santiesteban, Banissy, Catmur, & Bird,
2012; Sellaro et al., 2015). For the sham stimulation, the intensity and position of
the electrodes were the same as during a real stimulation, but the stimulator was only
turned on for 30 se  conds. The positions of the electrodes for the sham stimulation
in Study 1 and Study 2 were randomized and counterbalanced, as was the order of
the stimulation sessions (see Figure 3).

In Study 1, we applied the anodal tDCS of the rDLPFC and rTPJ independent-
ly, as follows: (1) rDLPFCa condition (Condition 1.1) — anodal tDCS of the
rDLPFC; (2) rTPJa condition (Condition 1.2) — anodal tDCS of the rTPJ; and (3)
sham condition (Condition 1.3). In all conditions of Study 1, the cathodal electrode
was placed over the vertex (Cz electrode position). We expected (Hypothesis I) to
decrease third-party punishment in Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 as compared with the
control (Condition 1.3). 
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Figure 2
Simulations of Electric Current Distributions (E-Field, V/M) for Different tDCS Protocols

Note. A: Simulations of the tDCS protocols used in the current study (F8 electrode for rDLPFC stim-
ulation, CP6 electrode for rTPJ stimulation). B: Simulations of the alternative tDCS protocol, where F8
electrode is replaced with F4 (F4 electrode for rDLPFC stimulation, CP6 electrode for rTPJ stimulation).

Figure 3
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) Set-Ups for Study 1 and Study 2

Note. Study 1: Condition 1.1 — anodal tDCS of the rDLPFC; Condition 1.2 — anodal tDCS of the
rTPJ; Condition 1.3 — sham condition. In all conditions of Study 1, the cathodal electrode was placed over
vertex. Study 2: Condition 2.1 — simultaneous anodal tDCS of the rDLPFC and cathodal tDCS of the
rTPJ; Condition 2.2 — simultaneous cathodal tDCS of the rDLPFC and anodal tDCS of the rTPJ;
Condition 2.3 — sham. 
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In Study 2, we simultaneously modulated rDLPFC and rTPJ activity, as fol-
lows: (1) rDLPFCa/rTPJc condition (Condition 2.1) — simultaneous anodal
tDCS of the rDLPFC and cathodal tDCS of the rTPJ; (2) rDLPFCc/rTPJa con-
dition (Condition 2.2) — simultaneous cathodal tDCS of the rDLPFC and anodal
tDCS of the rTPJ, and (3) sham condition (Condition 2.3), which was the same as
in Study 1. Following the findings of Buckholtz and colleagues (2008), which
demonstrated a reciprocal activation of the rDLPFC and rTPJ, we expected
(Hypothesis II) to increase third-party punishment in Condition 2.2 as compared
with Conditions 1.2 and 2.3.

There is evidence suggesting that tDCS could effectively modulate within-net-
work and between-network interactions. For example, the simultaneous anodal
tDCS of the DLPFC, together with cathodal tDCS of the supraorbital region, led
to changes in the default mode network (Keeser et al., 2011; Peсa-Gómez et al.,
2012). Here, we used a simultaneous application of tDCS to the rTPJ and rDLPFC
to modulate their interaction during third-party punishment. Thus, we developed
a mixed design that allows exogenous modulation of between-network interaction. 

Statistical Analysis 

For each experimental condition, we calculated a sum of MUs, which were used
to punish the dictator, to estimate the punishment level, or total investment in pun-
ishment (see Brüne et al., 2012 for the same approach). According to the payoff
matrix of the dictator game, our participants would experience advantageous
inequity (when they receive more than others) or disadvantageous inequity (when
they receive less than others) after all splits except for the 20:20 split. Importantly,
only when the dictator chose a 30:10 split were participants able to restore equality
by spending 10 of their own MUs on punishing the dictator. Interestingly, only in
the case where participants observed moderately unfair 30:10 splits, the conflict
between material (selfish) and moral (prosocial) costs was minimal, since partici-
pants either did not punish or punished extremely little if the material costs were
high. Therefore, we could expect that the strongest effect of tDCS would be
observed in the 30:10 split condition, when participants were able to restore equal-
ity and protect their own material interests (Hypothesis III). 

To test Hypothesis III, we aggregated split conditions of the game into three
trial types: FS-trials—fair splits (20:20 and 25:15 splits), US_equal-trials—unfair
splits (30:10 splits), where third-party punishment was able to establish equality
between all players, and US_inequal-trials (35:5 and 40:0 splits), where partici-
pants were unable to establish such equality. Due to a very low number of observa-
tions, 0:40, 15:25 split conditions were not included in the main analysis. However,
Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for all split conditions.

Since the punishment levels were not normally distributed, behavioral results
were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the Friedman test, and
p-values < .05 were considered significant. To correct for multiple comparisons, the
false discovery rate (FDR) correction at 10% level using the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure (1995) was computed to compare the effects of three types of stimulation
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(Conditions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3) and three types of splits (FS-trials, US_equal-trials,
and US_inequal-trials) in Study 1. To compute the FDR correction, p-values
obtained in the statistical analysis were ranked from the lowest to the highest and
then compared to FDR-corrected alpha levels (Benjamini-Hochberg critical
value). Only p-values not exceeding FDR-corrected alpha levels were considered
significant. To control individual differences in third-party punishment, we nor-
malized punishment levels: for each trial type, the punishment level was divided by
the punishment level in the sham condition and multiplied by 100%. Between-
group differences were further evaluated using the Kruskal–Wallis H test, which
was applied to normalized data. 

Table 1
The Mean and Standard Deviations of Punishment Level in Study 1 and Study 2

Condition/
Types of splits

0:40 + 15:25 
(not included into

main analysis)

20:20+25:15
[FS-trials]

30:10
[US_equal-trials]

35:5+40:0
[US_inequal-trials]

Study 1

Condition 1.1

Mean 0.5 22 48.60 118.30

SD 1.43 10.05 19.22 45.17

Condition 1.2

Mean 2.7 20.40 46.20 112

SD 6.53 10.59 17.96 43.61

Condition 1.3

Mean 1.5 21.30 49.50 119.30

SD 3.55 10.02 16.78 39.70

Study 2

Condition 2.1

Mean 0.21 13.79 37.05 112.53

SD 0.92 11.25 20.56 33.65

Condition 2.2

Mean 1.16 13.37 40.52 109.37

SD 4.18 10.67 19.43 32.19

Condition 2.3

Mean 2.11 11.26 34.21 111.37

SD 8.23 8.92 20.36 28.86
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Results

Study 1: Independent modulation of the rDLPFC and rTPJ

In total, in the sham condition (Condition 1.3), participants spent only 1.5
(±3.6) MUs for the punishment of generous 0:40 and 15:25 splits, 21.3 (±10.0)
MUs — for the punishment of fair FS-trials, while for unfair US_equal-trials they
used 49.5 (±16.8) MUs and for US_inequal-trials, 119.3 (±39.7) MUs. Due to a
very low number of observations, 0:40, 15:25 split conditions were not included in
further analyses. 

The lowered punishment level of FS-trials compared with US_equal-trials and
US_inequal-trials was observed in all experimental tDCS conditions. Table 1 rep-
resents the mean and standard deviations of punishment level of third-party pun-
ishment for each. As expected, the participants punished unfair splits much more
strongly than they did fair splits. 

rDLPFCa condition. We observed a trend of a stronger third-party punishment
in the rDLPFCa condition (Condition 1.1) than in the rTPJa condition
(Condition 1.2): Z = �2.177; p = .029, which did not survive FDR correction (see
Table 2 for FDR-corrected alpha levels).

rTPJa condition. We found that the third-party punishment in US_equal-trials
(30:10 splits) in the rTPJa condition (Condition 1.2) was significantly smaller than
it was in the sham condition (Condition 1.3): Z = �2.746, p = .006 (see Table 1 and
Table 3 for details). We also observed a trend of a smaller third-party punishment in
US_inequal-trials (35:5 and 40:0 splits) in the rTPJa condition (Condition 1.2)
compared with the sham condition (Condition 1.3): Z = �2.006, p = .045, which
did not survive FDR correction (see Table 2 for FDR-corrected alpha levels). 

Condition

p-values
obtained in the

statistical
analysis

Rank

FDR-corrected
alpha levels (Ben -
ja mini-Hoch berg
critical values)

Condition 1.2 – Condition 1.3 (30:30) 0.006* 1 0.011

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.2 (35:5+40:0) 0.029 2 0.022

Condition 1.2 – Condition 1.3 (35:5+40:0) 0.045 3 0.033

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.2 (20:20+25:15) 0.347 4 0.044

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.2 (30:10) 0.450 5 0.055

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.3 (20:20+25:15) 0.459 6 0.066

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.3 (30:10) 0.649 7 0.077

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.3 (35:5+40:0) 0.678 8 0.088

Condition 1.2 – Condition 1.3 (20:20+25:15) 1.000 9 0.100

Table 2
The False Discovery Rate Computation (Study 1)
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We found no other significant effects of tDCS on third-party punishment.
Therefore, Hypotheses I and III were partly supported: anodal tDCS of the rTPJ
significantly decreased third-party punishment, but only in US_equal-trials (unfair
30:10 splits), where third-party punishment was able to establish equality between
all players. 

Study 2: Simultaneous Modulation of the rDLPFC and rTPJ

Similar to Study 1, the participants in Conditions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 punished
unfair splits (US_equal-trials and US_inequal-trials) more strongly than they did
fair splits. We found no significant effects of tDCS in Study 2. Interestingly, the
third-party punishment for 30:10 splits in the rDLPFCc/rTPJa condition
(Condition 2.2) tended to be higher than that in the sham condition (Condition 2.3),
Z = �1.917, p = .055 (uncorrected; see Table 4 for details). Therefore, our results
did not support Hypothesis II. 

Table 3
Effect of Unilateral Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation on Third-Party Punishment (Study 1)

Split 20:0+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0

Rank (1.90; 1.88; 2.23) (2.30; 1.58; 2.13) (2.20; 1.60; 2.20)

�2 1.937 7.508 5.408

df 2 2 2

p .380 .023* .067

Note. Friedman test for 3 samples. * Significant at the level of p = .05.

Condition 1.2 – Condition 1.3

Split 20:0+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0

Z 0.000 �2.746 �2.006

p 1 .006* .045

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.3

Split 20:0+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0

Z �0.741 �0.456 �0.415

p .459 .649 .678

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.2

Split 20:0+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0

Z �0.940 �0.755 �2.177

p .347 .450 .029

Note. Wilcoxon signed-rank test for sums of punishment points. * Significant at the level of
p = .05.
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Between-group analysis 

A Kruskal–Wallis H test showed that the normalized punishment levels for
30:10 splits differed in Study 1 and Study 2: �2 = 4.481, p = .034 (Condition 1.2
versus Condition 2.2; see Table 5). Third-party punishment for 30:10 splits was sig-
nificantly lower in Study 1 than in Study 2. This could indicate an opposite effect
of the anodal tDCS of the rTPJ (rTPJa condition) compared with the anodal tDCS
of the rTPJ when paralleled with cathodal tDCS of rDLPFC. 

Inequity aversion model

To assess the effect of stimulation on third-party punishment from theoretical
viewpoint, we used a modified inequity aversion model (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999)
extended to third parties (Svedsater & Johannsson, 2005). The model assumes that
each player in the game generally dislikes unfair outcomes reducing their utility.
First, consider the utility function of sanctioner, who observes the dictator game
between dictator and recipient, but who has no punishment option. The sanctioner
receives an endowment and feels unhappy whenever any other players receive

Table 4
Effect of Reciprocal Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation on Third-Party Punishment (Study 2)

Split 20:20+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0 

Rank (1.71; 2.16; 2.13) (1.66; 2.24; 2.11) (1.92; 2.08; 2.00)

�2 2.984 5.115 0.269

df 2 2 2

p .225 .077 .874

Note. Friedman test for 3 samples.

Condition 1.2 – Condition 1.3

Split 20:0+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0

Z -0.999 �1.917 �0.028

p .318 .055 .977

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.3

Split 20:0+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0

Z �1.307 �1.401 �0.087

p .191 .161 .930

Condition 1.1 – Condition 1.2

Split 20:0+25:5 30:10 35:5+40:0

Z �0.140 �1.337 �0.570

p .888 .181 .569
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either more (with parameter �) or less than she does (with parameter �). The sanc-
tioner also experiences moral loss when the payoffs of the dictator and recipient are
unequal (with parameter �). In terms of inequity aversion model of Fehr and
Schmidt (1999), the resulting utility is:

U3N = w3 � �max(X1 � w3,0) � �max(X2 � w3,0) � � ax(w3 � X1,0) �� �max(w3 � X2,0) � �|X1 � X2|.
(Eq. 1)

Here, X1 and X2 are MUs collected by dictator and sanctioner, respectively, X1 +
X2 = 40 (MUs); w3 = 20 is the endowment of  sanctioner, and �, �, and � are param-
eters of inequity aversion. Only if both other players receive exactly as much as the
third player (and hence, their respective payoffs are equal) the third player experi-
ences no utility loss, receiving just w3.

Fehr and Schmidt’s (1999) canonical two-player inequity aversion model typi-
cally assumes that � > 1 > � > 0; this captures the envy of each player who dislikes
being treated unfairly more than (s)he dislikes being unfair towards another play-
er. In our study, dictator’s decision does not materially affect the sanctioner, who
may want to punish the former player only for violations of ethical standards, but not
because of personal material losses. Hence, moral loss of the sanctioner can be
assumed to be larger than the cost of punishment; that is, 1 > � > � > 0. Furthermore,
in our application, we may separate two feelings of the sanctioner, as follows: 

(1) The sanctioner’s discomfort/disapproval of unfair actions of the dictator,
which she may compensate for by the third-party punishment. The level of this dis-
comfort is proportional to the extent of unfairness, and its strength is captured by
parameter � (we assume that � > 1); and

(2) The costs of punishment, which consist of two elements, namely the mone-
tary cost of punishment and the sanctioner’s wellbeing relative to that of the other
players. Inequity-averse sanctioners are concerned about fairness of the terminal
distribution; hence, these feelings are proportional to the realized differences
between the revenues of Players 3 and 1 and 3 and 2, taken with strengths � and �,
respectively. We assume that the sanctioner does not distinguish between her resid-
ual income relative to Players 1 and 2’s terminal incomes; hence, parameters � and
� of the sanctioner are the same when applied to Players 1 and 2. 

In total, the sanctioner’s utility in the case of punishment is 

Table 5
Comparison of Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation Effects on Third-Party Punishment 

in Study 1 And Study 2 (Condition 1.2–Condition 2.2 [Normalized Data]).

Split 25/15 30/10 35/5 40/0 

Rank (23.28; 16.55) (16.25; 23.95) (23.10; 16.74) (20.23; 19.76)

�2 3.420 4.481 3.105 0.016

df 1 1 1 1

p .064 .034* .078 .898
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U3P=w3 � x3 � �max((X1 � kx3 � (w3 � x3), 0)) � �max((X2 � (w3 � x3), 0)) � �max((w3 � x3 �
�(X1 � kx3), 0)) � �max((w3 � x3) � X2, 0)) � �|X1 � kx3 � X2|,

(Eq. 2)
where k (=2) is the punishment efficiency parameter — the number of MUs taken
from Player 1 if that player is punished by x3 (x3 � w = 18). This utility function is
maximized with respect to x3 (punishment size), and it reaches a maximum when
all terms involving x3 are brought to 0, that is, when the shares of Players 1 and 2
are exactly equal. A rational Player 3 (sanctioner) with these preferences will pun-
ish if Eq.2 > Eq.1.

Proposition: A unique equilibrium punishment strategy of Player 3 with utilities
given by Eq.1 and Eq.2 is

x3 = 0 if X1 < 20,
x3 = X1 g/(g � 1) � 20(g +1)/(g � 1)  if 20 < X1 and x3 < 18, where g = � + � + 2�, 
x3 = 18 if x3 � 18. 

Equilibrium punishment strategy and model predictions are the following: the
more unfair the split the sanctioner observes, the stronger the punishment she
assigns to Player 1, until the maximum number of MUs allowed, 18. 

Positive punishment should take place whenever Eq. 1 < Eq. 2. By construc-
tion, X1 > w3 whenever w3 > X2, hence Eq.1 equals either

U3
Na = w3 � �max(X1 � w3,0) � �max(w3� X2,0) � �(X1 � X2) (Eq.3)

or
U3

Nb=w3 �� �max(X2� w3,0) � �max(w3� X1,0) � �(X2 � X1) (Eq.4)

provided X1 � X2 (otherwise, there is no inequity and no reason to punish at all).
When punishment takes place, Eq. 2 becomes either

U3
Pa=w3 � x3 � �max((X1 � kx3 � (w3 � x3), 0)) � �max((w3 � x3) � X2,0)) � �(X1 � kx3 � X2)

(Eq.5)
or
U3

Pb=w3 � x3 � �max((X2 � (w3 � x3), 0)) � �max((w3 � x3 � (X1 � kx3), 0)) � �(X2 � X1 + kx3)
(Eq.6)

given the definition of X1 = 40�X2, and k, it is straightforward to see that X1 �kx3 �(w3 �x3)
and X2 � (w3 � x3) cannot be both > 0.

Hence, we can limit attention to two possible cases:
X1 > X2, and choice between Eq.3 and Eq.5, and 
X1 < X2, and choice between Eq.4and Eq.6.
Consider them in turn:
Case 1: X1> X2

Decision to punish takes place when U3
Na < U3

Pa, i. e. 
w3 ��(X1 �w3) ��(w3 �X2) ��(X1 �X2) < w3 �x3 ��(X1 �kx3 �(w3 �x3)) ��(w3 �x3) �X2) ��(X1 �kx3 �X2)
=> 0 < x3(� + � + 2� �1)

(Eq.7)
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which holds true whenever �, �, �� are all positive and large enough. Hence in this
case player 3 should punish until the condition is satisfied, i.e. up to the tipping
point when Eq.7 becomes violated. From Eq.5, it is straightforward to see that util-
ity increases in x3 and is given by

x3 = X1(� + � + 2�)/(� + � + 2� �1) �(w3(� ��+ 1)+ 40(� + 2�))/(� + � + 2� �1) = 
= X1(� + � + 2��)/(� + � + 2� �1) �20(� + � + 2�+1)/(� + � + 2��1)

(Eq.8)
as stated in the proposition. If g = � + � + 2�� > 1, this strategy increases from X1 =
20 to the maximum punishment allowed of 18 at a rate greater than 1, up to the
point where X1 �20 �x3 > 0. This last condition is satisfied provided X1 �20 �X1�/(�

�� 1) �20(� +1)/(� � 1) = (40 � X1)/(� � 1) > 0, which is true for any value of X1. 

Case 2: X1 < X2

Punishment takes place whenever U3
Na< U3

Pb, i.e.
w3 �� �(X2 � w3) �� �(w3 � X1) �� �(X2 � X1) < w3 � x3 �� �(X2 � (w3 � x3)) �� �(w3 �x3 �(X1 � kx3)) �� �(X2 � X1 + kx3) 
=> 0 <� x3(� + � + 2��+1) 

(Eq.9)
which condition can never be true if the parameters are positive. 

In sum, the inequity aversion model (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Svedsater &
Johansson, 2005) predicts that third-party punishment (as given by Eq.8) increases
linearly if X1 > 20, up to the maximum allowed amount of 18, and is zero otherwise. 

Model Predictions

To elaborate on our results, we used a computational model: participants’ mate-
rial costs were defined by parameters � and �, where � represents disadvantageous
inequality and � represents advantageous inequality. The model predicts no third-
party punishment of equal (20:20) splits and a stronger third-party punishment of
more unfair splits.  

The model implies that the third-party punishment decision depends on two
key components: material costs (underlined by rDLPFC activity) and moral costs
(underlined by rTPJ activity). Material costs of third-party punishment increase as
the sanctioner pays higher amounts to punish the unfair behavior of the dictator. In
contrast, for moral costs, the sanctioner is better off the more she pays to punish the
dictator’s unfair behavior. Both components are depicted in Figure 4, which also
shows the following hypothetical effect of stimulation as predicted by the model:
anodal tDCS of the rTPJ, where the activation of moral feelings increases the
parameter � and changes the slope of the moral cost line, but only up to the point
where the material costs do not exceed the moral ones. This may suggest an opti-
mum equilibrium of material and moral costs for third-party punishment, where the
further increase of punishment increases the material costs, while a decrease of pun-
ishment would increase the moral costs.   

The discussion above suggests that anodal tDCS of the rTPJ could increase the
marginal utility of the moral costs, which could shift the utility function of such
costs (Figure 4, optimal punishment point x3 changes to x3

*), and consequently,
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decrease third-party punishment. This effect of anodal tDCS of the rTPJ was
indeed observed in Study 1 (Condition 1.2). In contrast, when paralleled with
cathodal stimulation of the rDLPFC, anodal tDCS of the rTPJ should increase the
marginal utility of the moral costs while decreasing the marginal utility of the
material costs, consequently increasing third-party punishment. Interestingly, we
observed a trend of this tDCS effect in Study 2 (Condition 2.2).   

Importantly, in our version of the dictator game, third-party punishments of
extremely unfair splits are quite costly. Accordingly, the model implies a strong
conflict between material and moral costs when participants punish such splits.
Interestingly, only in the case where participants observe moderately unfair 30:10
splits, the conflict between material and moral costs is minimal, since participants
either do not punish or punish extremely little if the material costs are high.
Therefore, tDCS could have the strongest effect on the third-party punishment of
30:10 splits, as increased moral costs would not conflict with marginally affected
material costs. Thus, the model could explain our findings of the significant effect
of tDCS on third-party punishment of slightly unfair 30:10 splits. Importantly, the
model suggests that only for moderate (30:10) splits were the subjects able to max-
imize the utility of third-party punishment, and at the same time, minimize all
players’ inequity. Interestingly, third-party punishment of 30:10 splits creates a
Pareto optimal distribution of MUs (10:10:10), where it is impossible to improve
the income of one player without worsening the incomes of the other players.

Discussion

Our study demonstrated that anodal tDCS to the rTPJ decreased third-party
punishment of moderately unfair splits during the dictator game. Our finding is

Figure 4
Hypothetical Scenario of Moral and Material Costs’ Interaction During Third-Party Punishment

Note. The intersection of lines representing material costs and moral costs indicates an optimal
punishment decision (x3), while x3* represents an optimal punishment decision when the moral costs
are affected by anodal tDCS to the rTPJ.
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consistent with the recent TMS study (Baumgartner et al., 2014), which demon-
strated that an inhibition of the rTPJ decreased the parochial punishment of out-
group members. 

A previous study showed that anodal tDCS applied to the rTPJ led to less blame
for accidental harms during a moral judgment task (Sellaro et al., 2015). This sug-
gests that rTPJ is involved in processing the agent’s moral intentions. Recent meta-
analysis suggests that rTPJ showed significant activation when making one’s own
moral decisions (Garrigan, Adlam, & Langdon, 2016). Thus, rTPJ activity in our
study could underlie the processing of the dictator’s mental state — her moral
intentions. Alternatively, it could reflect thinking about the consequences of the
third-party’s own decision and how harmful it would be for others. Thus, anodal
stimulation of this area could exaggerate the latter process and consequently
diminish the punishment. Overall, anodal tDCS of the rTPJ could affect the per-
ceived degree of the moral norm violation, and consequently decrease the assigned
blame and punishment of the dictator. 

Our results only partly support Hypothesis I, since we did not find a significant
effect of anodal tDCS of the rDLPFC on third-party punishment. A previous study
showed that the suppression of rDLPFC by TMS leads to increased third-party
punishment (Brüne et al., 2012). Importantly though, in this previous study, third-
party punishment was combined with helping behavior — the recipients’ payoffs
increased by the same amount that was taken from the dictators’ budget by the
sanctioners. A recent study suggested that the rDLPFC is especially activated dur-
ing the helping behavior of third parties (Hu, Strang, & Weber, 2015). Thus, one
possible explanation for the discrepancy with our results is that, in our paradigm,
third-party punishment was not associated with helping behavior. 

Interestingly, anodal tDCS of the rTPJ significantly decreased third-party pun-
ishment only in US_equal-trials, where third-party punishment was able to estab-
lish equality between all players. In our study, third-party punishment of 30:10
splits created a Pareto optimal distribution of MUs (10:10:10), where it was impos-
sible to improve the income of one player without worsening the incomes of the
other players. . Our model predicted a minimal conflict between the material and
moral costs of third-party punishment in moderately unfair (30:10) splits. Thus,
only the punishment of 30:10 splits could maximize the utility of third-party pun-
ishment and minimize the inequity of all players. Overall, we speculate that anodal
tDCS of the rTPJ could increase the marginal utility of moral costs, which could
shift the utility function of the moral costs and decrease third-party punishment.

In Study 2, we simultaneously applied cathodal tDCS to the rDLPFC and
anodal tDCS to the rTPJ. A previous fMRI study demonstrated that TPJ activity
during third-party punishment is paralleled by an initial deactivation of the
DLPFC (Buckholtz et al., 2008). We found only a trend of effect of the reciprocal
stimulation protocol on third-party punishment and failed to confirm Hypothesis
II. A recent meta-analysis showed that the excitatory effect of anodal tDCS is
replicable in cognitive studies, while the cathodal stimulation effect is not stable
and rarely leads to inhibition (Jacobson, Koslowsky, & Lavidor, 2012). In our
study, cathodal tDCS of the rDLPFC could have led to a marginal effect of
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rDLPFCc/rTPJa stimulation. Overall, the trend of an increment of third-party
punishment after rDLPFCc/rTPJa stimulation in our study could indicate an
effect of tDCS on the interaction of the default mode network (TPJ) and central
executive network (rDLPFC). Additional studies are needed to investigate the
effects of the rDLPFCc/rTPJa tDCS protocol.

To further probe the frontoparietal interactions during third-party punishment,
follow-up studies could combine brain stimulation and brain imaging techniques.
Electroencephalography coherence as a measure of functional cortical connectivity
on a centimeter scale (Srinivasan, Nunez, & Silberstein, 1998; Nunez & Srinivasan,
2006) could offer a tool for studying TPJ/DLPFC synchronization during third-
party punishment decisions.

Conclusion

Our study demonstrates that anodal tDCS of the rTPJ decreases third-party
punishment of moderately unfair behavior when the participants have an opportu-
nity to restore equality in their social groups. We found only a small, insignificant
trend in the effect of simultaneous anodal tDCS of the rTPJ and cathodal tDCS of
the rDLPFC on third-party punishment. Overall, our findings support the critical
role of the rTPJ in third-party punishment. 
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Роль височно-теменно-затылочной области и дорсолатеральной
префронтальной коры правого полушария в социальном наказании
третьей стороной: исследование с применением транскраниальной

электрической стимуляции
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a Национальный исследовательский университет «Высшая школа экономики», 101000, Россия,
Москва, ул. Мясницкая, д. 20 

Резюме

Предыдущие исследования показали, что дорсолатеральная префронтальная кора и
височно-теменно-затылочная область правого полушария вовлечены в поддержание пове-
дения подчинения социальным нормам: их активация связана с поведением третьей сторо-
ны по упрочению социальной нормы, известным как социальное наказание третьей сторо-
ной. Ввиду противоречивых результатов нейроимиджинговых исследований и исследова-
ний с использованием методов стимуляции мозга, настоящее исследование ставит своей
целью прояснение роли дорсолатеральной префронтальной коры и височно-теменно-заты-
лочной области правого полушария в социальном наказании третьей стороной. Несмотря
на значительный прогресс в изучении нейрональных основ социального наказания третьей
стороной, паттерны взаимодействия дорсолатеральной префронтальной коры и височно-
теменно-затылочной области правого полушария остаются не до конца изученными. В
связи с этим была выдвинута следующая гипотеза: решение третьей стороны о необходи-
мости социального наказания  связано с активностью нейрональной сети, включающей
дорсолатеральную префронтальную кору и височно-теменно-затылочную область правого
полушария. Мы использовали метод транскраниальной электрической стимуляции для
независимой или одновременной (реципрокной) стимуляции данных областей мозга в
ходе выполнения игры «Диктатор» с наказанием третьей стороной. Нами был обнаружен
эффект анодной транскраниальной электрической стимуляции височно-теменно-затылоч-
ной области правого полушария, приводящей к уменьшению социального наказания
третьей стороной. Применение реципрокной стимуляции (анодной стимуляции височно-
теменно-затылочной области правого полушария и катодной стимуляции дорсолатераль-
ной префронтальной коры правого полушария) привело к увеличению социального нака-
зания третьей стороной на уровне статистического тренда. Активность височно-теменно-
затылочной области правого полушария может быть связана с модуляцией
вос принимаемых моральных потерь в социальном наказании третьей стороной.

Ключевые слова: дорсолатеральная префронтальная кора, височно-теменно-затылоч-
ная область, социальное наказание третьей стороной, социальные нормы, транскраниаль-
ная электрическая стимуляция.
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